There has been a lot of recent interest in the experimental hints of CP violation in B 0 d,s mixing, which would be a clear signal of beyond the standard model physics (with higher significance). We derive a new relation for the mixing parameters, which allows clearer interpretation of the data in models in which new physics enters in M12 and/or Γ12. Our results imply that the central value of the DØ measurement of the semileptonic CP asymmetry in B 0 d,s decay is not only in conflict with the standard model, but in a stronger tension with data on ∆Γs than previously appreciated. This result can be used to improve the constraint on ∆Γ or ASL, whichever is less precisely measured.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, CP violation in neutral meson mixing received renewed attention due to the DØ hint of CP violation in B -B mixing, measured by the CP asymmetry in decays of a bb pair to two same-sign muons [1] , [2, 3] . Measurements at the e + e − B factories [4] and at DØ [5] yield 
In the absence of a world average, we use the most precise measurement from LHCb. For ∆m s the average of the CDF [9] and LHCb [10] measurements is ∆m s ≡ m H − m L = (17.731 ± 0.045) ps −1 .
One should naturally ask if there are any constraints on the mixing parameters, beyond the obvious one: that the mass and width eigenvalues of the heavy and light mass eigenstates, m H,L and Γ H,L , must be positive. (We use the notation customary in B physics, but the results apply equally for K 0 and D 0 mixing as well.) The time evolution of the flavor eigenstates is
where M and Γ are 2 × 2 Hermitian matrices, and CP T invariance implies M 11 = M 22 and Γ 11 = Γ 22 . The physical states are the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian,
where we chose |p| 2 + |q| 2 = 1. CP violation in mixing occurs if the mass and CP eigenstates do not coincide,
The solution for the mixing parameters satisfies
and from this and Eq. (8) it follows that (see, e.g., [11] )
The measurable CP asymmetry in semileptonic (or any "flavor-specific") decay can be expressed as
.
(11) Thus, in the small δ limit, A SL = 2δ + O(δ 3 ). In the |Γ 12 /M 12 | ≪ 1 limit, which applies model independently for the B 0 d,s systems,
In this limit, Eq. (9) implies that q/p is a pure phase to a good approximation, determined by M 12 , which has good sensitivity to NP. However, if |Γ 12 /M 12 | = O(1), relevant for K 0 and D 0 mesons, then q/p depends on both Γ 12 and M 12 and the sensitivity to NP in M 12 (and in arg M 12 ) is diluted [12] . In that case Eq. (12) does not hold, but A SL = 2δ is a good approximation even in the D 0 system, where the current bound is |δ| < ∼ 0.2 [4] . An additional constraint, the unitarity bound [13, 14] , stems from the time-evolution of the normalization of any linear combination of |B 0 and |B 0 being determined entirely by the Γ matrix. As discussed below, this constrains the eigenvalues of Γ to be positive definite independent of the physical eigenvalues, or equivalently
Here we define, using
where x is positive by definition, while y ∈ (−1, +1). One may ask if other constraints exist purely from consistency considerations. As we show in a separate paper [15] , no additional limit on δ exists, either physical or mathematical, without some knowledge of the Hamiltonian. In particular, the invalidity of the bounds claimed in [16, 17] can be made apparent by introducing new short-distance physics, which reduces cos[arg(Γ 12 /M 12 )] while it leaves |M 12 | and Γ 12 unchanged.
However, this does not preclude the presence of new relations from appropriate inclusions of theoretical predictions from models of the underlying interactions. In this paper, we derive a relation between the mixing parameters of a meson system and only the magnitude |Γ 12 |, which is in tension with the DØ measurement in Eq. (1).
It has been known that the data in Eqs. (1) - (3) is not only in tension with the SM, but -assuming the SM calculation of Γ 12 -also with all models in which NP enters only through M 12 [18, 3] . This is because Eqs. (10) and (12) imply δ < |Γ 12 |/∆m. Our result goes beyond this, because it makes optimal use of data on ∆Γ without theoretical assumptions, and indicates a larger tension independent of the nature of typical new physics.
II. UNITARITY WITH THEORY INPUT
As mentioned above, Eq. (13) was first derived in Refs. [13, 14] . We show that a stronger bound on δ can be obtained using additional input from theoretical calculations. An analogy to the derivation of Ref. [13] will be particularly useful in deriving our results.
We define the complex quantities (15) with ρ i denoting the phase space density for final state f i . If we treat a i andā i as vectors in a complex Ndimensional vector space, then taking the standard inner product on complex vector spaces, and using the optical theorem [13] , amounts to the relations
where CP T fixes Γ 11 = Γ 22 = Γ. Applying the CauchySchwarz inequality to the vectors a i andā i implies [13] 
This is equivalent to the statement that the eigenvalues of the Γ matrix must be positive (in addition to Γ H,L > 0). To see that this is also equivalent to the unitarity bound of Eq. (13), we use Eq. (7) to define new vectors a Hi and a Li analogously, such that
For these newly defined vectors we can derive, in a similar manner as for Eq. (16), the relations 
2 occurs due to a one-loop difference between the two calculations. (In the B d system there is an additional CKM suppression.) Thus it makes sense to consider some theory input, and we define
Using this relation between these matrix elements and proceeding with the same steps as above, we obtain, instead of an inequality as in Eq. (17),
This equation follows from the solution of the eigenvalue problem, and was previously derived in Ref. [11] with the resulting bound on δ noted. 1 (It also follows from Eqs. (9) and (12) in [19] .) For fixed x and y, δ 2 is monotonic in y 12 , so an upper bound on y 12 gives an upper bound on |δ|. For y 12 ≤ 1 the usual unitarity bound in Eq. (13) is recovered.
Equation (21) can also be obtained from a scaling argument: As δ only depends on mixing parameters, it is independent of the value of Γ. One can then scale Γ by y 12 , which cannot affect δ but changes x → x/y 12 and y → y/y 12 . Eq. (21) follows then from this argument and Eq. (13). The derivations above make the physical origin of this relation clear. Even if CP T is violated, the scaling argument, and therefore Eq. (21) holds, although Eq. (18) is modified. This applies for |δ| 2 , as CP T violation allows δ to be complex.
Even if a precise calculation of Γ 12 is not possible or one assigns a very conservative uncertainty to it, an upper bound on y 12 implies an upper bound on |δ|, which is stronger than that in Eq. (13) . For small values of y 12 , as in the B d system, this bound can be much stronger. [20] , then the above bound with modified coefficients apply for that measurement.
In Fig. 1 we set ∆Γ d = 0, which gives the most conservative bound. The darker shaded region shows the upper bound on A b SL using the 1σ ranges for |Γ SL measurement and the bound is visible, independent of the discrepancy between the DØ result and the global fit to the latest available experimental data [22] .
We derived not an absolute bound in the fashion of the unitarity bound but a relation between calculable and measured quantities. It is thus worth clarifying the relationship of our result to the stated 3.9 σ disagreement of A b SL with the SM reported in [1] . The SM prediction of A SL uses the calculation of Γ 12 , and |Γ 12 | also enters our bound; thus, the discrepancies are correlated. Although the calculation of |Γ 12 | and Im(Γ 12 ) both rely on the same operator product expansion and perturbation theory, the existence of large cancellations in Im(Γ 12 ) may lead one to think that the uncertainties could be larger in its SM calculation than what is tractable in the behavior of its next-to-leading order calculation [23, 24] . The sensitivity of Γ 12 to new physics is generally weaker than that of M 12 (see [25, 26] for other options). Thus, it is interesting to determine δ from Eq. (21), besides its direct calculation.
Of course, independent of the DØ measurement of A b SL , we can also compare the bound implied by our relation to the individual best bounds on the semileptonic asymmetries in Eq. (3) . To this end, in Fig. 2 Here, there have been no discrepancies claimed between the theory predictions and measurements, but our relation allows us to place a bound tighter than the current experimental constraints which is more robust than the purely theoretical SM calculation as outlined above.
Using ∆Γ s from LHCb in Eq. (4), and neglecting ∆Γ d , we find the 2σ level bounds,
While this bound on A 21), as soon as one of the two is measured to be nonzero, the other is constrained to be significantly smaller at worst and given a definite prediction at best.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We provided a physical derivation of Eq. a bound on the individual asymmetries at comparable or better levels than the current experimental bounds. Additionally, once an unambiguous determination of A SL or ∆Γ is made, we can use it to constrain the other observable. Refinements of the A d,s SL measurements are an important part of the future B physics program [27, 28] to search for new physics at both LHCb and the e + e − B factories. Future bounds will in particular be helpful to constrain the individual measurements of A SL against the SM as well as consistency checks.
